2015 FUTURES SESSION 1 FINAL
Category: Mental: Team
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

Description
Futures session 2015 - 1

1A. Passing (20 mins)
Focus: Passing using Push pass and Sweep
Structure:
In pairs (2's) over 20 yards to start, each player has a gate (2
yards), ball has to be passed through gate. After reception behind
the gate, player takes ball to the left or right to pass back.
Coaching Points:
A) Push pass
- Hands are apart, left elbow is pushed out
- Ball position, just outside left foot, stick angle about 45 degrees
- Left knee, bend, right foot stays on the ground, body weight
transfer into ball.
- Finish movement by following ball movement with stick
B) Sweep
- Both hand on the top of the stick
- Move stick back to back foot using wrist rotation (Stick stays on
the ground during rotation)
- Position ball about stick length away from body.
- Step into the ball with a big step, left knee bend 90 degree
- Push arms down (both hands are almost touching the pitch)
- Stick connects with ball up the stick (not the toe of the stick)
C) Reverse Sweep
- Same as sweep with stick held with pancake grip on reverse side.
- Stay more upright (stick in 45 degree angle)
Variations:
- Use sweep, backhand sweep
- A & B bring ball to the left to get around the ball for the pass (Footwork)
- Push pass of right foot instead of left foot (more dynamic)
- Create more distance for the pass 40 yards instead of 20.
- Create competition element, number of passes through the gates within 1 minute.
Grouping:
- Assign Assistant Coaches to specific groups to do an initial evaluation of each athlete in the group.
- At the conclusion, rate them and place them in Group 2 (best at site) Group 3 (average at site) or Group 4 (lowest level at site).

1B. Receiving Boxes 1 (20 mins)
Focus:
Dynamic Receiving
Structure:
4 receiving boxes, ball is played inside the box for player to receive
and move out of box.
A) Frontal receiving with move to left
B) Receiving pass from the left, with forward movement
C) Receiving pass from the left, with forward movement
D) Receiving pass from the right. with forward movement
Coaching Points:
- Wide stance while receiving (one foot slightly in front of other)
receiving area in front of right foot.
- Stick in about 45 degree angle on the ground, left hand pushed
out
- Bend knees slighly (back is slightly bend, not too much)
- On dynamic reception left hand controls ball movement
Variations:
- Acceleration after each reception
- Fake receiving: pretend you stop the ball at your left foot (body weight left leg) and shift bodyweight to right leg and receive ball
passed your right foot. Also from right to left.
- Lifted balls into the boxes
- Keep feet moving
Grouping:
- Within the three levels, you will make groups of 8-15 athletes (dependent on number of athletes at your site and in each level)
- Keep a close watch on your athletes for the remainder of session and if necessary, move them up or down a group so they are
challenged in an appropriate manner.

GK Inclusion:
- Player D takes a shot on goal.

1C. Vision Dribbling (20 mins)
Focus: Vision Dribbling
Structure:
Player A passes ball to player B who receives and directly takes
the ball forward. D starts defensive run when B touches the ball
and will have to go around the inside or outside cone before
playing defense on B. B will have to have vision and determine if D
closes the inside or outside.
Coaching Points:
- Receive in front of body to have vision
- Upon reception bring the ball forward to pick up speed and ability
to have eyes up.
Variations:
- Defender can make one fake (to the other cone player actually
goes)
- Make space between cones smaller > player B has to make
quicker decisions
- If it's too difficult you can have player D start earlier, player B
choses to run to the unoccupied cone, player D doesn't really
defend.

2A. 1v1 Attack (20 mins)
Focus: 1 v 1 Attack
Structure:
Player A (defender) passes ball to player B who receives and
directly takes the ball forward. Player B plays the 1 v1 against
player A and tries to score in either of the 2 goals from within 5
yards.
Coaching Points:
Attack:
- Keep going forward with pace, speed is important for every
attacker
- Use a change of direction and/or a change of speed to throw the
defender off
- Stay out of the physical space of the defender
- Ball carrying position gives you opportunity to go either way (left or
right)
Defense (focus is mainly on attack):
- Close down the distance to the attacker, no waiting and
defending goals
- Keep stick in 2 hands and try to jab to force the attacker into space you like
Variations:
- Defender starts at position 2
- Defender starts in between the 2 goals (position 3) > attacker needs to be more decisive in run, this position is easier for defenders
- After defender takes the ball, she can score by dribbling over the halfway line, player B has to tackle back and/or you add another
player C starting same position as player B who will defend.
GK Inclusion:
- If Player A tackles Player B and gets out of the box, Player B stops playing and Player A will go 1v1 against the goalkeeper.

2B. 7v4 Possession w/ transfer (20 mins)
Focus: Small space and big space passing and receiving
Structure:
Possession game between 25 and 50 and sideline and cone line
splitting the field. Each team has their own half where they play
possession with 7 players. The other team has 4 players trying to
get the ball. Once they have the ball they need to transfer the ball to
their side to play possession. Outlet players need to be ready. 4
players from Red move to other half to get the ball back.
Coaching Points:
- Quick and accurate passing using small space skills and big
space (Transfer pass)
- Strong receptions with a focus on keeping options open (stay
open to the field as much as possible)
- In possession keep the field big by stretching when possible.
Variations:
- Change numbers, easier: 7v3 or 8v2

- Change numbers, harder: 7v5 or 8v5 or 9v6
- Limited number of touches
- No talking / coaching allowed, play silent
GK Inclusion:
- Add goals on both ends with goalkeepers.
- After the defensive team (4 players) wins the ball, they can earn 2 points by scoring or 1 point by outletting the ball to their teammates
on the other side.

2C. 3v1 in lanes (20 mins)
Focus: 3v1 in lanes, passing and moving.
Structure:
Create a set area, (see diagram). Three attackers start with the
ball on the endline. Objective is too get into the circle and score.
There is 1 defender between the circle and the middle of the pitch
and 1 between middle of pitch and other circle (use cones to make
squares in which defenders can defend).
Coaching Points:
- Ball carrier carries the ball to keep options open (in front of body)
- Non ball players be an option. Create a deep and flat option.
- Use 2v1 philosphy of track and pass.
Variations:
- Easier: defender cannot move, just moves stick to fh/bh, defender
only defends on a line.
- Reduce width of the lanes
- Add 3rd defender in circle
- Go towards goals with 2 teams > who scores first, takes first
shot?
- Limit number of touches: 2/3 touch

6 v 6 Game (35 mins)
Focus: 6 v 6 game with focus on playing to space and execution of
passing and receiving skills under pressure
Structure: Half field, width is reduced 5m outside circle. 4 x 6
minutes. Each team plays with 2 defenders, 3 midfielders
(different height) and 1 forward: 2-1-2-1 (max. 2 subs)
Coaching Points:
- Play, encourage players to work hard and join both attack and
defense
- Focus on vision, before they receive the ball they know where they
need to dribble / pass
- Focus on pass and move, finding a new position
Variations:
- Use max. 2 subs for each team, so adjust numbers if necessary
- Use full width of the pitch
- Only push pass is allowed
Grouping:
- Keep a close eye on the game to ensure that athletes are now
placed in proper groups
- If you feel the group is accurate and all athletes are at a similar level, take note of all the names in your group and give the paper to
the Head Coach at the conclusion of the session

2015 FUTURES SESSION 2 FINAL
Category: Mental: Team
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

Description

1A. Small Space Passing & Receiving (20 mins)
Focus: Basics Small space passing and receiving.
Passing in 3's (A) and 4 vs. 1 (B)
Structure:
A) In 3's, in a 10 by 10 yard grid 3 vs 0 where ball carrier always
needs a flat and through passing option. This means 2 cones next
to the ball carrier are occupied.
B) 4 vs 1, in a 10 by 10 yard grid 4 vs 1 where ball carrier always
needs passing option.
- Defender rotates after 1 minute.
Coaching Points:
(A + B)
- Keep feet moving, small steps to keep balanced body
- Stick in about 45 degree angle on the field, bend knees (back just
slightly)
- On reception, stick in 45 degree angle on the ground, get right
foot behind stick when receiving
- Keep left hand further away from body then right hand to control
the ball.
Variations:
- Make grid smaller (harder) or larger (easier) to give less or more space and time.
- Easier B: Play 4v0, no defender
- Harder B: Add another defender (4v2)
- Use passing fakes to create more room for passing (Get the defender on the wrong foot)
- 2 touch hockey
- Create competition element to have X amount of passes in 1 minute or how many passes without defender's touches / out of
bounds.
GK Inclusion:
- Defender is a goalkeeper

1B. Ball Carrying Skills (20 mins)
Focus: Ball Carrying Skills
Structure:
3 Different carrying styles with a focus on left side skills.
A. Reverse side lift 3 times
B. Slalom where you change the ball carrying position and your
body position after each cone.
i.e. First cone, body passes cone on the left, ball stays on the right,
2nd cone body is on the right and ball passes cone on the left.
C. Body positioning stays in a straight line towards 25yard line.
First set of cones you carry the ball on the left side outside the
cones, (left side carry), 2nd set of cones carry the ball outside on
the right side, Etc.
Coaching Points:
- Strong dribbling position (knees bent, ball in front of body)
A)
- Get underneath the ball for lift, push left hand down.
- Control pace and hight of ball with left wrist angleing the stick.
B)
-Keep ball in front of body, bring ball to the outsides
C)
- Stick in strong dribbling positioning (about 45 degree angle)
Variations:
- Overall easier: give each player a ball, stand in a big circle and practice touches, pulls, lifts etc.
- Put cones closer or further away
- Change of speed
- A) Easier: Stop the ball, pull ball towards you, turn around stick and let ball roll up stick
- B) Only allowed to use forehand
GK Variation:
- Finish shooting on goal in one or both directions.

1C. Hitting on Goal (20 mins)
Focus: Hitting to score
Structure:
- 2 lInes A and B, A passes to B who receives, picks up speed to
goal and shoots. Next B passes to A to do the same.
Coaching Points:
- Ball position slightly in front of the left foot
- Left knee bend and body balance
- Not a up down swing but more flat (Through the ball)
- Focus on movement stick and connection with ball, speed of the
shot is a consequence of the movement, not power
- Prepare shot on time (Proper footwork - distance to the ball)
- Eyes up to see GK - Goal before shot
Variations:
- After receiving, add a lift / change of direction (use cones)
- Add a second ball if the first ball is on goal / is scored
- Limit the touches or area from where the player can shoot (max 1
yard in circle)
- Competition between left and right side in counting goals.
- Have passer join for rebound (funnel effect to goal)

2A. 1v1 Defense (20 mins)
Focus: 1v1 Defense
Structure:
A) In pairs, attacker is static and moves the ball around her body
staying in control of the ball. Defender is about an arm and stick
length away and comes in with a jab to pressure ball possessor.
Attacker tries to play the ball on defender's foot. Defender will have
to regrip and make a clean tackle on the play.
B) Attacker starts at position 1, Defender at 6. Attacker can only
score in goal X from within 5 yards after defender played ball to
her.
Coaching Points:
Defense
- Regrip stick from jab to tackle and tackle to jab.
- Always have stick in 2 hands (except for jab) and in between feet
- Balanced footwork being able to step forward to jab and
backwards to protect feet
- Strong tackles by being low and try to push forward on tackle with
2 hands.
Variations:
- Play with starting positions attacker (1-3) and defender (4-6).
- Play with number of goals allowed to score in. Play with points attacker gets after she scored.
For example if attacker starts at 3 and defender at 6, the attacker gets 2 points of scored in goal X, and only 1 if scored in goal Y. When
defender makes a tackle and keeps possession, she earns 2 points.
By playing with different starting positions the kids get a better understanding of positioning and protecting lines and sense of
urgency.
GK Inclusion:
- Put a goalkeeper in goal X

2B. 2v1 in Lanes (20 mins)
Focus: 2v1 Attacking
Structure: 2 lanes, 10 yards wide. Player 1 passes to player 2.
Player 2 picks up speed towards goal Defender has to start on the
25. (allows attack to pick up speed).
Objective is to get passed the defender, either pass or eliminate.
Coaching Points:
- Keep ball in position to pass or eliminate
- Create space for yourself to eliminate (always make sure you
have 2 options)
- Ball carrier tracks at Defender, but stays out of physical space
- Deep running (lead to outside, relead if pass option is closed)
Variations:
- Easier: Defender (Coach) puts stick down left or right > pass to or
eliminate on opposite side of stick.
- Easier: Defender defends on line
- Reduce width of lanes
- Give time limit to score
- Have attacker start at same position as defender (D), play ball in to attacker and back to start.

- Have a 2nd defender (tackle back) join from (E).

2C. 7v5 to goal (20 mins)
Focus:
Passing & receiving under pressure to goal.
Structure:
7 v 4 to goal. Starting at the 30. 7 Attackers (3 forwards & 4
midfielders create ball speed towards the circle. Defense shifts in
zones with focus on keeping even numbers on the ball side. Attack
will have to set up "guard positioning" and transfer options in order
to use open spaces for goal shots. When defense gets the ball
they will score on either goal on the 30.
Coaching Points:
- Creating ball speed (quality receptions & adequate passing)
- Use of Guard and Transfer positions.
- Attacking unit needs to stretch the field width and baseline
Variations:
- Change numbers 7v5, 8v5, 8v6 etc.
- Play with 1 GK if necessary, defenders can score from 23 yard
line with a push pass
- Limit number of touches
- Set a time limit (2 min) or number of balls (10) and let team predict amount of PC's / Goals
- Play as a 'normal' game, so keep playing til someone scores before attack restarts.

Game: 3v3's Competition (20 mins)
Focus: 3v3 Small sided game. 4 minute games.
Structure: Several small fields (25 x 20 yards) with GK's when
possible.
- Games with no GK' have to score in 2 small goals from within 3
yards.
Coaching Emphasizes:
- Focus on 1v1 defense (when and where do we tackle?)
- Focus on control of the ball (quality of receptions)
- Focus on creating 2v1's (Track and pass)
Variation:
- Add timed free hit rule (i.e. 3 sec. to take each free hit)
- Add competition element, winner moves up, losing team moves
down.
Grouping:
- All athletes should now be properly placed in the correct group.
Athletes may still move up or down with the approval of the Head
Coach.
- If necessary, Level 2 athletes and Level 3 athletes can compete against each other during the games, but avoid having Level 2
athletes play against Level 4 athletes

2015 FUTURES SESSION 3 FINAL
Category: Mental: Team
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

1A. Passing (long distance) (20 mins)
Focus: Passing using Sweep, Reverse Sweep and Hit
Structure:
In pairs (2's) over 30 yards to start, each player has a gate (2
yards), ball has to be passed through gate. After reception behind
the gate, player takes ball to the left or right to pass back.
Coaching Points:
A) Receive middle - Sweep
- Both hands on the top of the stick
- Move stick back to back foot using wrist rotation (Stick stays on
the ground during rotation)
- Position ball about stick length away from body.
- Step into the ball with a big step, left knee bend 90 degree
- Push arms down (both hands are almost touching the pitch)
- Stick connects with ball up the stick (not the toe of the stick)
B) Receive middle - Reverse sweep
Same as sweep with stick held with pancake grip on reverse side.
Stay more upright (stick in 45 degrees)
C) Receive middle - Hit
- Grip, Double V grip LH on top, RH from side
- Ball position is just outside left foot, stick angle (60 degrees)
- Swing, keep right elbow tucked in against side, follow through after connection with ball
- Left knee slightly bend, weight is centered and over ball (body balanced)
Variations:
- Use hit, sweep, backhand sweep alternatively
- A & B bring ball to the left to get around the ball for the pass (Footwork)
- Create more distance for the pass 40 yards instead of 30.
- Create competition element, number of passes through the gates within 1 minute.
- Use more time if necessary.

1B. Ball Handling Circuit (20 mins)
Focus: Ball Handling Skills
Structure:
Skills Circuit with 4 areas.
A. Slalom around the cones.
B. 4 Lifts
C. Pass and receive small space
D. Elimination skills
Coaching Points:
- Vision, look up and over the ball
A. Slalom
- Carry the ball in front of body
- Use backhand and forehand on turns
- Maintain ball on stick to have control
B. Lift
- Lift technique with pulling the ball to the side
- Maintain forward motion during lift technique
- Keep ball in front of body
C. Passing
- Control the pass on the board
- Stay low and ready for quick reception of the board
- Receive ball towards next direction
D. Elimination Skills
- Start skill in time (arm and stick length away from cones)
- Elimination is wide more than forward
- Accelarate while passing cones
- Keep control of ball.
Variations:
- No use of backhand skills, Play with distance and position cones (A)
- Keep the ball in a bounce (B)
- Play with pass speed and angle or use bh sweep (C)
- Make a double elimination (left-right) or triple (left-right-left)
Overall
- Time full circuit around

1C. Shooting: Reverse hit (20 mins)
Focus: Reverse hitting
Structure
Player W starts dribbling to cone and uses reverse pass (sweep)
to player A. Player A receives and hits on goal with reverse hit (1).
After hit, player A continues along the circle to receive a pass from
player X and has a 2nd reverse shot (2).
Coaching Points:
- Ball in front of body, feet in line with ball (ball in line with front foot
(left or right) you hit from)
- 90 degree rule. Front knee. Stick in hand
- Both hands on top of stick, it's easier to have hands slightly apart
or lower to start practicing backhand
- Pull stick backwards with right hand (wrist and arm movement)
- Body weight is centered and directed into the move forward
- Focus on connection with the ball instead of power
Variations:
- Start with reverse sweep to goal instead of hit
- Use 1 handed sweep or upright backhand as a pass to start with (player W)

2A. 4 Goal Passing Game (20 mins)
Focus: Goal-orientated possession game.
Structure:
-6v6 on a field with 4 goals in corners (see diagram). Team scores
points by passing through one of the gates to teammate. Game
continues after pass is completed. 4 minute games. Teams
cannot score twice at the same goal.
Coaching Points:
- Be goal-orientated.
- Off ball work to get behind gates to receive passes.
- Pre-scanning & vision dribbling. (decision making which goal to
go to)
Variations:
- Adjust player numbers to pitch size, play equal numbers, smaller
pitch is more difficult
- Add more goals.
- Limit touches, 3 touches only
- Award team for grand slam (hitting all 4 goals without opponent
getting possession)
- Limited player numbers for each of the halfs, only 3 defenders can play on each half.
GK Inclusion:
- Make goals wider and have 2 goalkeepers on one field. Each is responsible to defend two cones.

2B. 1v1 / 1v2 Defense (20 mins)
Focus: 1v1 / 1v2 Defense, Tackling to get possession of the ball.
Structure:
A) 1v1: Defender (D1) plays ball to attacker (A1) and 1v1 starts.
B) 1v2: Defender 1 (D1) plays ball to attacker (A1) and 1v2 starts. If
A1 scores in goal 2 it's 2 points, in goal 1, 1 point. The goal on the
side where D2 starts is the 2 pts goal.
Coaching Points:
Defend 1v1:
- Slow down attacker (take away speed) and force eyes down > be
a presence
- Move stick in low (from ground) and strong (2 hands when
possible), use jab if possible
- Be proactive in tackling, move stick to the ball, play tackle to gain
possession of the ball not to disrupt attacker
Defend 1v2:
- D2 slows down and channels attacker (keeps to one side) so
that D1 can get in tackling position
- D2 doesn't make the tackle but guides attacker to D2 who can
make a strong tackle and get possession of the ball
- Each defender has her own task and they have to communicate, short instructions
- Make sure both defenders do a different job and defend a different line, in that way you benefit most from the extra player
Variations:
A. 1v1

- Give the goals different values to make defenders aware of protecting certain areas with more urgency and care than others
- increase (decrease) the distance and width of playing area, largers spaces are harder to defend
B. 1v2
- D1 and D2 start both at same positition (D2) further away, A picks up more speed.
- D1 and D2 start from same height (D2) but from different sides > who is tackler and who channels?
- D2 comes from behind the attacker (tackle back channel)
GK Inclusion:
- If D1 tackles and gets over the line free, A1 stops playing and D1 goes 1v1 vs goalkeeper.

2C. 3v2's to goal (20 mins)
Focus: Create goal scoring opportunities
Structure:
-Player 1 passes to player 2 or 3. (Pass to 3 should be closed)
and 3v2 starts.
Coaching Points:
- Find 2v1 situation using width and depth
- Open receptions as much as possible (Keep options open)
- Movement of and on the ball, lead and relead after pass
- Vision ball carrier, timing lead in front of goal
- Directness towards goal, make the GK work
Variations:
- Give attackers a time limit in which they need to have a goal
attempt or pc
- Feed a 2nd ball to attackers if the first ball was a goal or pc.
- Add a 3rd defender starting from D, who can start when ball
crosses the 25 yardline.

5v5v5 Rebound Games (35 mins)
Focus: Goal Scoring in 5v5 small game
Structure:
- Play 5v5. Coach stands on the side with bucket of balls. A 3rd
team waits on the side for its turn. First team to score wins, 3rd
team rotates in, winner stays. Games are max 2 minutes. If tied,
longest playing team rotates off.
- Every new ball after a foul, ball over endline, sideline, goal,
comes from the coach. Coach determines where the ball goes,
does not have to go to correct team. (i.e. blue team hits wide of the
goal and coach throws ball to blue GK).
Coaching Points:
- Quick turnovers, anticipate on new balls.
- Get in scoring positions
- Stay patient and controlled in hectic situations.
Variation:
- Allow to score from anywhere (mind the danger, needs close
marking
- Make it and take it: after a goal, the team that scores stays on and
is allowed to start the next game directly from the goal they just scored in. (the team attacks other goal now), the team that is waiting
needs to be alert and come on right away.

2015 FUTURES SESSION 4 FINAL
Category: Mental: Team
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

1A. Circle Possession 8v1 (20 mins)
Focus: Vision, footwork and decision making
Structure:
8 players in circle, 1 defender in middle. Players on outside can
only touch ball 2 times (1 time) When error is made, bad pass,
bad reception or intercept, tackle from defender, player who made
mistake goes to middle to play defense.
Coaching Points:
- Be an option, always expect the ball
- Control and pass ball to and from an ideal playing position, in
front of right foot.
- Emphasize quality of footwork to get behind ball.
- 1 touch: Left hand at same height at left knee for quality touches
(Stick in 45-degree angle)
Variations:
- Limit space (depends on #'s)
- Change numbers
- 8v1/ 7v2 / 6v3 (1, 2, 3 touch depending on numbers and
pressure)
- After 5 clean passes, add defender into circle
- Make competitive - Winner = highest number of consecutive passes
- 2 teams: Red team with 8 = two-touch passing. After 5 successful passes, Blue adds Defender and so on. Defense must decide
who joins next. Communication is key. When error is made, bad pass, bad reception or intercept, tackle from defender, Red Team
becomes Offense, Blue must Defend starting with 1

1B. Receiving boxes 2 (20 mins)
Focus: Dynamic Receiving
Structure:
4 receiving boxes, ball is played inside the box for player to receive
and move out of box.
A) Frontal receiving with move to right
B) Receiving pass from the right, with forward movement
C) Receicing pass from the right, with side movement
D) Receiving pass from the left. with forward movement
Coaching Points:
- Wide stance while receiving, receiving area in front of right foot.
- Stick in about 45 degree angle on the ground, left hand pushed
out
- Bend knees slighly (back is slightly bend, not too much)
- On dynamic reception left hand controls ball movement
- Keep feet moving.
Variations:
- Acceleration after each reception
- Fake receiving: pretend you stop the ball at your left foot (body weight left leg) and shift bodyweight to right leg and receive ball
passed your right foot. Also from right to left.
- Lifted balls into the boxes
GK Inclusion:
- Player D takes a shot or goes 1v1 with goalkeepers.

1C. Lift, accelerate, shot (20 mins)
Focus: Lift, acceleration and shot.
Structure:
Player starts at A or B and picks up speed towards goal. 2 lifts
(forehand and or backhand lifts). After 2nd lift control ball and
accelerate towards goal and prepare shot.
Coaching Points:
Lifts
- Ball is in front of body
- Use stick as a ramp to lift (no backwards movement necessary to
lift)
- Keep ball in front to accelerate towards goal
- Prepare shot in time (footwork & ball position)
Hit
- ball position off the left foot
- balanced body with left knee bend, right foot stays on ground
- Swing rotation is backwards and not up (flat hit vs high hit)
- Arms, wrists, shoulders momentum
- Look at goalie before shot and aim.
Variations:
- Different lift types
- B. Triple lift in different angles
- Add a change of direction in the lift (when ball is in air)
- Hit the lifted ball (hit towards the ground)
- Limit time or space for hit

2A. 1v1 from the side (20 mins)
Focus: 1v1's attack and defense from the side
Structure:
Excersise is done on both sides (left and right) Setup shown on
left side.
Player A passes ball to A1. A1 goes to goal, Defender (D) is
released as soon as A1 touches the ball.
Player A has free range of motion, can go baseline (option 1) or
top of the circle (option 2).
Coaching Points:
Attack:
- Pick up speed towards goal, moving the defender
- Try to stay on top of circle for quality angle shots to the goal
- Vision
- Keep ball on stick use eliminations skills
Defense:
- Close down attacker, take away speed
- Stay in pressure distance, take away direct shot options
- Protect feet
- Force down to baseline (take away space) eventual 1v2 with GK on baseline.
Variations:
- A plays in a 2nd ball for another 1v1 in the circle, if attacker (A1) wins 1v1 she gets 2nd ball, if defender (D) won the first 1v1 she gets
ball and becomes attacker, attacker becomes defender
- Attacker is only allowed option 1 (restrict area in which 1v1 can be played)
- Add another defender from position A and play a 2v2.

2B. Vision Dribbling Game (20 mins)
Focus: Pre scanning & Vision
Structure:
3v1 in small grid between 50 - 40. After 2 passes attacking team
can pass into the attacking 25 where they play another 3v1. There
is a no go zone between the midfield and forwards forcing the
midfield to keep their eyes up and pre scan for making decision
when to pass into the front field.
Coaching Points:
- Pre scan
- Receive to keep options open.
- Timed leads of the forwards
Variations:
- Play 3v2 in both areas
- Increase number of passes before allowing to play forward
- Add defender in the deep space (3v3)

- Make no go zone bigger

Game: 6v6 (55 mins)
Focus: 6v6 Competition. 8 minute games
Structure: 4 fields when needed. 6 players + GK.
Coaching Points:
- Focus on 1v1 defense (when and where do we tackle?)
- Focus on control of the ball (quality of receptions)
- Focus on creating 2v1's (Track and pass)
Variations:
- Emphasize elements from the session! > For example, scoring
after a baseline entry is 2 points
- Add timed free hit rule (max 3 sec. to take each free hit)
- Add competition element, winner moves up, losing team moves
down.
Evaluation:
- Assistant Coaches must complete the initial evaluations for all
athletes in their group during this time.
- This can be done while your team is scrimmaging. Be sure to
have another assistant coach officiate so you can complete the
evaluations for your group.
- No personal comments are necessary on this evaluation.

2015 FUTURES SESSION 5 FINAL
Category: Mental: Individual
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

1A. Box drill (20 mins)
Focus: Passing, Elimination and Dribbling with vision
Structure: Minimum 8 people, at least 2 at each corner, cones are
10 yards apart.
1) All 4 players start at same time: dribble and pass using push
passes (keep feet and ball moving)
2) 2 opposite players start at same time, drag left-right at samen
tima and pass forward
3) All 4 players start at same time, and make a turn at the middle
and dribble (or pass) the ball back
Coaching Points:
- Ball carrying position
- Vision
- Focus on lateral pulls and correct execution of skill
Variations:
- Just about anything works, just make sure you keep the safety
aspect in mind.
1) Go in other direction but still use fh pass / use bh sweep / lifted
passes / ... etc.
2) Drag right to left / dummy / left-right-left pull / reverse / ... etc.
3) All 4 players start at same time and in center pass to the cone left (right) from them.
- Add a competition element, number of passes completed / ...

1B. Shave and Steal Techniques (20 mins)
Focus: Defending from tackle back position, Shave and Steal
Technique
Structure:
Shave: Player A starts dribbling with the ball in a straight line
towards 50. Player B comes from left (tackle back) gets at the
same height as player A and holds stick in the left hand. Player B
pushes stick down to the ground and shaves it between legs and
stick of player A. When stick is pushed passed the ball player B
"grabs" ball with wrist motion moving right, turning and going
opposite direction from player A.
Steal: Player A starts dribbling with the ball in a straight line
towards 50. Player B comes from right side (tackle back) gets at
the same height as player A (shoulder to shoulder) Stick is in both
hands or just the right hand. Player B holds toe of stick down to the
ground and moves it between ball and stick of player A. When stick
is in right position player B "steals" the ball turning using a
forehand reverse and going opposite direction from player A.
Coaching Points:
Player A at first should dribble open (for steal on left side body, for shave on right side of their body), making it easy for player B to steal
or shave the ball away, learn the technique!
Shave:
- Player B pushes stick down to be almost parallel with ground
- "Shave" ball on middle of the stick shaft to control (not close to the hook)
Steal:
- First put stick on ground, push right elbow out to make the fh reverse
Variations:
- Player B starts with their back to player A and when player A says "go" player B turns and chases to set-up the shave tackle.
- Player A speeds up
- Player A has a more dynamic dribble (moves ball left and right)
GK Inclusion:
- If attacker (player A) gets through the yellow cones without getting tackled, they will take a shot on a goalkeeper who will be in the
cage.

1C. Close to the Goal scoring (20 mins)
Focus: Close to the goal scoring.
Structure:
Player A dribbles ball into circle for shot. After shot all players move
into rebound positions.
Coach Z drops another 4 balls for goal shooting, Throw to GK,
rebound, drop behind player for footwork focus.
Coaching Points:
- Quick movements goal no backswing.
- Decision making (Pass vs. Shot)
- Light on balls of your feet
- Re-angle positioning (off ball players) based on GK movements.
Variations:
- Allow back swing, hands apart
- Only 1 touch allowed
- Only lifted passes allowed
- Add 1 defender in circle
- Play a competition between groups

2A. Interception (20 mins)
Focus: Defense on reception.
Structure: Player A passes to B, B passes to C. D plays defense,
focus on interception. A1's objective is to intercept and play the ball
in to player A2 who plays it back to player A1 (after relead) who
scores.
If A1 doesn't intercept D1 receives ball and tries to score, A1
defends
Coaching Points:
- Timing for player A1 get in front for intercept when possible, but
holding on inside first
- After interception keep going forward, play ball into A2 as quick as
you can.
Variations:
- D1 has to defend after A1 makes interception, it becomes a 2v1
(or a 1v2 if A1 misses interception)
- D2 joins (tackle back) and makes it a 2v2, if A1 doesn't intercept
D1, D2 attack and A1, A2 defend

2B. 3v2 towards goal (35 mins)
Focus: Creating goal scoring opportunities
Structure:
Player 1 passes to player 2 or 3. (Pass to 3 should be closed) and
3v2 starts.
Coaching Points:
- Find 2v1 situation using width and depth
- Open receptions as much as possible (Keep options open)
- Movement of and on the ball, lead and relead after pass
- Vision ball carrier, timing lead in front of goal
- Directness towards goal, make the GK work
Variations:
- Give attackers a time limit in which they need to have a goal
attempt or pc
- Feed a 2nd ball to attackers if the first ball was a goal or pc.
- Add a 3rd defender starting from D, who can start when ball
crosses the 25 yardline.

2C. Numbers up after transfer pass (20 mins)
Focus: Attacking and defensive structure after a transfer.
Structure:
6 Attackers starting with a free hit on the sideline (see diagram).
They play against 4 defenders who overload the ball side (force
the transfer option!). Player A gets the ball back to B, B plays the
transfer to C to start 6v4 to goal. On turnover defensive team
attacks to the goals on the 50.
Coaching Points:
Attack:
- Player C, starts inside but stretches the field when B initiates the
transfer pass.
- Attacking forwards stretch and use lenght and width of the field
- Keep using 2v1 philosophy.
- When ball carrier has not direct options a teammate needs to
become available and get in front mark.
Defense:
- Organize structure on transfer (communication, who goes where)
- Create cover when possible (mark space vs. player based on
threat of ball position)
- Shift as unit to ball side. Protect the circle.
Variations:
- If necessary start without defenders to work on transfer and passing first.
- Different numbers 6v3, 6v4, 6v5 or 7v5, etc.
- Use 1 or 2 tackle back defenders from side where ball starts.

Game: Hockey 5's (35 mins)
Focus: Introduction to Hockey 5's.
Structure:
- 55 metres by 41.7 metres pitch (half normal size) is ideal but you
can use set-up shown if you don't have enough space.
- Four players per side on the field at any time + GK.
- One-on-one challenge instead of penalty corners.
Coaching Points:
- Try different line up's
- Let them play, experience the game.
Variation:
- If possible use backboards along the baseline , in the official 5's
the ball can't cross the baseline.
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1A. Circle possession 2v7 (20 mins)
Focus: Vision, footwork and decision making
Structure:
8 players in circle, 1 defender in middle. Players on outside can
only touch ball 2 times (1 time) When error is made, bad pass,
bad reception or intercept, tackle from defender, player who made
mistake goes to middle to play defense.
Coaching Points:
- Be an option, always expect the ball
- Control and pass ball to and from an ideal playing position, in
front of right foot.
- Emphasize quality of footwork to get behind ball.
- 1 touch: Left hand at same height at left knee for quality touches
(Stick in 45-degree angle)
Variations:
- Limit space (depends on #'s)
- Change numbers
- 8v1/ 7v1 / 6v1 (1, 2, 3 touch depending on numbers and
pressure)
- After 5 clean passes, add defender into circle
- Make competitive - Winner = highest number of consecutive passes
- 2 teams: Red team with 8 = two-touch passing. After 5 successful passes, Blue adds Defender and so on. Defense must decide
who joins next. Communication is key. When error is made, bad pass, bad reception or intercept, tackle from defender, Red Team
becomes Offense, Blue must Defend starting with 1
GK Inclusion:
Replace the defender with a goalkeeper

1B. V drags & Lifts (20 mins)
Focus: Skill development V drags, Lifts and Passing
Structure:
Player A uses V Drags, cones are 5 feet away from eachother
,diagionally (see diagram). Threaten on outside of cone and pull
back to inside. After drags push pass through goal to player B.
Player B carries ball to the left and plays a push pass of right foot
to player C.
Next player can start when first players (A and C) are past 2nd lift
and 3rd drag.
Coaching Points:
V drags
- Carry the ball in front of body.
- Have a quick forward motion before change of direction (like a
fake pass, extend arms foreward before turn)
- Eyes up
- Sharp 90degree angle change of direction (see close up image).
- Quick acceleration after change.
Lifts
- Keep forward momentum on lift.
- Use stick as a ramp for lift
- Control the lift between ankle and knee height. (left hand controls the angle)
Variations:
- Instead of lifts, carry ball on stick (around knee height, not higher)
- Instead of one of the lifts, use chop (hit ball on back so it chops over the beam)
- Change the directions of the lifts, position of the lifting beams, or distance between beams
GK Inclusion:
- Finish with a shot on goal

1C. 2x Flow drill to goal (20 mins)
Focus: Dynamic passing & receiving
Structure: Passing and receiving flow drill to goal. Two sides. 1 &
2.
1 (CB) starts with passing to A (RB) who takes the ball forward and
passes to B (RM) who leads back to the ball. B receives open to
the outside and finds a pass down the line to C (RF) cutting back
to the ball. C takes the ball inside to pass to D (CM) who leads
back. D, receives, brings the ball forward and feeds the pass to C
who receives and goes to goal.
2. CB creates a dynamic start with a self start, passes inside to E
(RM), E receives and passes back to F (RB) who is moving up. F
feeds the ball back to E who leads outside.E receives and finds G
(CF) who starts inside and leads outside.
Coaching Points:
- Everything mobile (dynamic receiving & passing)
- Timing and connection in passing and receiving
Variation:
- Every pass is allowed, use every player at least once.
- Vary the different recceptions and passes used. Just make sure all skills are on the move.

2A. 1v1, 1v2 Defense (20 mins)
Focus: 1v1 / 1v2 Defense, Tackling to get possession of the ball.
Structure:
A) 1v1: Defender (D1) plays ball to attacker (A1) and 1v1 starts.
B) 1v2: Defender 1 (D1) plays ball to attacker (A1) and 1v2 starts. If
A1 scores in goal 2 it's 2 points, in goal 1, 1 point. The goal on the
side where D2 starts is the 2 pts goal.
Coaching Points:
Defend 1v1:
- Slow down attacker (take away speed) and force eyes down > be
a presence
- Move stick in low (from ground) and strong (2 hands when
possible), use jab if possible
- Be proactive in tackle, move stick to the ball, play tackle to gain
possession of the ball not to disrupt attacker
Defend 1v2:
- D2 slows down and channels attacker (keeps to one side) so
that D1 can get in tackling position
- D2 doesn't make the tackle but guides attacker to D2 who can
make a strong tackle and get possession of the ball
- Each defender has her own task and they have to communicate, short instructions
- Make sure both defenders do a different job and defend a different line, in that way you benefit most from the extra player
Variations:
A. 1v1
- Give the goals different values to make defenders aware of protecting certain areas with more urgency and care than others
- increase (decrease) the distance and width of playing area, largers spaces are harder to defend
B. 1v2
- D1 and D2 start both at same positition (D2) further away, A picks up more speed.
- D1 and D2 start from same height (D2) but from different sides > who is tackler and who channels?
- D2 comes from behind the attacker (tackle back channel)
GK Inclusion:
- D1 or D2 goes 1v1 with a goalkeeper if they successfuly tackle and get out of the box.

2B. 7v4 possession with transfer (20 mins)
Focus: Small space and big space passing and receiving
Structure:
- Possession game between 25 and 50 and sideline and cone
line splitting the field. Each team has their own half where they
play possession with 7 players. The other team has 4 players
trying to get the ball. Once they have the ball they need to transfer
the ball to their side to play possession. Outlet players need to be
ready. 4 players from Red move to other half to get the ball back.
- Quick and accurate passing using small space skills and big
space (Transfer pass)
- Strong receptions with a focus on keeping options open (stay
open to the field as much as possible)
- In possession keep the field big by stretching when possible.
Focus: Vision, footwork and decision making
Variations:
- Change numbers, easier: 7v3 or 8v2
- Change numbers, harder: 7v5 or 8v5 or 9v6
- Limited number of touches
- No talking / coaching allowed, play silent
GK Inclusion:
- Add cages at both ends. If defensive team (4 players) recovers the ball, they can score on the goalkeeper for 2 points or transfer the
ball to the other side for 1 point.

2C. 2v2's from the side (20 mins)
Focus: 2v2's from the side
Structure:
Player A passes ball to B.
B goals to goal, Defender C and D are released as soon as player
B touches the ball. Player A now joins to make it 2v2.
Player A has free range of motion, can go baseline (option 1) or
top of the circle (option 2).
Defender C & D have to work together for a clean possession of
the ball.
Player A has free range of motion, can go baseline (option 1) or
top of the circle (option 2).
Coaching Points:
Attack:
- Player A joins after pass, Through run to baseline or stay on top,
opening up baseline option
- Create 2v1 on 1 of the defenders, don't hide behind D (2nd
defender)
- Player B, carry with threat towards goal and pass option
- Pick up speed towards goal, moving the defender
- Try to stay on top of circle for quality angle shots to the goal
Defense (Doub le teaming):
- Identify early roles of defense (Pressure & tackler)
- Highest defender forces player B towards defender D.
- D makes pro active tackle
- NO FOULS from defense, no easy corner (protect feet, clean tackles)
- Close down defender, take away speed
- Stay in pressure distance, take away direct shot options
- Force down to baseline (take away space) eventual 1v2 with GK on baseline.
Variations:
- Add and extra defender and attacker, both starting in the circle, a 3v3
- Add a 2nd ball for attackers
- Add a 2nd ball for attackers or defenders whoever won the first battle, if defenders won they get the ball and become the attackers,
attackers become the defenders

8v8 Game (35 mins)
Focus: 8v8 game
Structure: Half field, full width 8v8. 8 minute halves.
Coaching Points:
Defense:
- Defensive positioning (intercept when possible)
- Focus on positioning based on ball position (help side - ball side
defense)
- Focus on risk vs. outcome when attempting intercept. (cover
player present?)
Attack:
- Receive open and go forward whenever you can
- Use the length and width of the pitch (appropriate) to creat space
- Pass and lead ahead
Variation:
- pass in 3-4 second of the reception or only allow a maximum
amount of touches on the ball before passing.
- take restarts quickly (possibly put maximum time limit)
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1A. Passing to Goal (20 mins)
Focus: Dynamic Passing & Receiving Flow drill to goal.
Structure: Players A, B and C start on the 50 and B opens with a
pass to A or C. After the first pass anything goes (running lines
and passing decision are open and the decision of the players)
- Make players aware that a forward pass speeds up the play and
a flat pass delays the flow but will give players more time to stretch
the field.
- Minimum 4 (or 5) passes before shot on goal.
- Players can only touch the ball 2 times (Control on reception and
pass)
- Feet and ball should never be still (maintain flow)
Coaching Points:
- Stretch field with player positioning (use width and lenght of field)
- Stay low on reception and pass (Body balacne)
- Dynamic receptions in direction of follow up
- Clear communication (non-verbal) to create easy passing
options.
Variations:
- Use "Guard" positioning to create extra passes
- Allow only 1 touch plays
- Give them time limit to get goal shot off. (i.e. 8 seconds)
- Add 1 defender in zone.
- Add 1 defender in circle.

1B. Ball Handling Circuit (20 mins)
Focus: Ball Handling Skills > Change circuit
Structure:
Skills Circuit with 4 areas.
A. Slalom around the cones.
B. 4 Lifts
C. pass and receive small space
D. Elimination skills
Coaching Points:
A - Carry the ball in front of body
- Use backhand and forehand on turns
- Maintain ball on stick to have control
B - Lift technique with pulling the ball to the side
- Maintain forward motion during lift technique
- Keep ball in front of body
C - Control the pass on the board
- Stay low and ready for quick reception
- Receive ball towards next direction
- Left hand close to left knee when receiving (Stick in 45degree angle)
D - Start skill in time (arm and stick length away from cones)
- Accelarate while passing cones
- Keep control of ball.
Variations:
- No use of backhand skills (A)
- Keep the ball in a bounce (B)
Overall
- Time full circuit round
GK Inclusion:
- End the circuit with a shot on goal.

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

1C. Shave & Steal (20 mins)
Focus: Defending from tackle back position, Shave and Steal
Technique
Structure:
Shave: Player A passes to player B who starts dribbling with the
ball in a straight line towards 50. Player A comes from left (tackle
back) gets at the same height as player B and holds stick in the
left hand. Player A pushes stick down to the ground and shaves it
between legs and stick of player B. When stick is pushed passed
the ball player A "grabs" ball with wrist motion moving right, turning
and going opposite direction from player B. After shave push pass
to player C who receives ball closed and scores from turn.
Steal: Player A passes to player B who starts dribbling with the ball
in a straight line towards 50. Player A comes from right side (tackle
back) gets at the same height as player B (shoulder to shoulder)
Stick is in both hands or just the right hand. Player A holds toe of
stick down to the ground and moves it between ball and stick of
player B. When stick is in right position player A "steals" the ball
turning using a forehand reverse and going opposite direction
from player B. After steal player A plays ball into player C who
receives ball closed and scores from turn.
Coaching Points:
Player B at first should dribble open (for steal on left side body, for shave on right side of their body), making it easy for player A to steal
or shave the ball away, learn the technique!
Shave:
- Player A pushes stick down to be almost parallel with ground
- "Shave" ball on middle of the stick shaft to control (not close to the hook)
Steal:
- First put stick on ground, push right elbow out to make the fh reverse
Variations:
- Player B gets more speed
- Player B has a more dynamic dribble (moves ball left and right)
- Add a defender (D) and play a 2v1 after the steal or shave
- Make it a 2v2, player B joins defense after being dispossessed by player A using shave/steal
- Make the distance longer so the defender has more time to get back and pressure the attacker.
GK Inclusion:
- If attacker successfully gets through the yellow cones, the defender stops playing and the attacker takes a shot on goal or goes 1v1
with the goalkeeper.

2A. 3v2 to 2v2 (25 mins)
Focus: Numbers up situations 3v2' and 2v1's.
Structure: Red starts on attack with 3 players starting at the 50
(center of pitch). Blue has 2 defenders. After 3v2 is played out (Ball
in goal or shot wide) Blue starts a 2v1 on each side. Defenders
1&2 join the outside lanes to start a 2v1 on red defense. Red
attackers C & B, each join a side as a recovering defender making
the outside lanes 2v2 situations. Rotate teams after few minutes.
Coaching Points:
- Create 2v1 situations.
- Create depth, get behind defenders.
- Track towards defenders and set up open players.
Defense:
- Force outside
Outside defense
- delay
Variation:
- Have attackers B & C, start deep in marked situations.
- If it's too difficult, do not add the recovering defender in the 2v1 on the sides.

Game: 5x5x5 Rebound Game (35 mins)
Focus: Goalscoring in 5v5 small game
Structure: Play 5v5. Coach stands on the side with bucket of balls.
A 3rd team waits on the side for its turn. First team to score wins,
3rd team rotates in, winner stays. Games are max 2 minutes. If
tied, longest playing team rotates off.
- Every new ball after a foul, ball over endline, sideline, goal,
comes from the coach. Coach determines where the ball goes,
does not have to go to correct team. (i.e. blue team hits wide of the
goal and coach throws ball to blue GK).
Coaching Points:
- Quick turnovers, anticipate on new balls.
- Get in scoring positions
- Stay patient and controlled in hectic situations.
Variations:
- Allow to score from anywhere (mind the danger, needs close
marking
- Make it and take it: after a goal, the team that scores stays on and
is allowed to start the next game directly from the goal they just
scored in. (the team attacks other goal now), the team that is waiting needs to be alert and come on right away.

2B. Specialty Skills (40 mins)
Focus: Speciality Skills (Attacking corner skills + deflections)
(after Game play because players will get a bit colder)
Structure: 5 stations on field (See diagram). 3 Stations are used
for attack penatly corner set ups.
Station 1-3. Full corner set up, injectors, traps, hitters and
sweepers.
Station 4. FH Deflection. A passes to B who dribbles with speed
past cones to turn and hit to player A who goes around and gets
inside for a deflection.
Station 5. BH Deflection. A passes to B who dribbles past the
cones and then finds A with a hit for deflection.
Coaching Points:
Injector
- Line feet up towards target
- Shift body weight from back foot to front foot.
- Walk up to ball and push out (maybe easier?)
Stick Stop
- Keep body behind trap for strong stick balance.
- Control right stick angle to trap ball, 90 degrees angle on ball
- "cushion" on impact.
Hit / Sweep:
- Connect with ball as quick as possible after release stopper
- Stay balanced in shot / sweep and follow through
GK Coaching Points:
- Illustrate when to lay down on and when to stay up. Talk them through the difference and show them the technique of dropping on a
straight shot.
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1A. Box Drill (20 mins)
Focus: Passing, Elimination and Dribbling with vision
Structure: Minimum. 8 people, at least 2 at each corner, cones are
10 yards apart.
1) All 4 players start at same time: dribble and pass using push
passes (keep feet and ball moving)
2) 2 opposite players start at same time, drag left-right at samen
tima and pass forward
3) All 4 players start at same time, and make a turn at the middle
and dribble (or pass) the ball back
Coaching Points:
- Ball carrying position
- Vision
- Focus on lateral pulls and correct execution of skill
Variations:
- Just about anything works, just make sure you keep the safety
aspect in mind.
1) Go in other direction but still use fh pass / use bh sweep / lifted
passes / ... etc.
2) Drag right to left / dummy / left-right-left pull / reverse / ... etc.
3) All 4 players start at same time and in center pass to the cone left (right) from them.
- Add a competition element, number of passes completed...
GK Inclusion:
None

1B. Lifts & shoot (20 mins)
Focus: Lifts and shooting.
Structure:
Player A picks up speed towards goal, 3 lifts (forehand and or
backhand lifts). After 3rd lift control ball and pass to player B
(backhand pass or forehand pass right foot, pushing left elbow
out). Player B receives ball open and passes it on reverse or
forehand to player C. Player C recieve the ball, lifts over the beam
and takes a shot (forehand or reverse) at the top of the circle.
Coaching Points:
Lifts:
- Ball is in front of body
- Use stick as a ramp to lift
- Keep ball in front to accelerate towards goal
Varations:
- Different lift types, carry ball on stick (below knee height)
- Instead of lift receiving (player C), receive ball and reverse around
beam and take fh shot.
- After lift receiving (player C) put ball inside and shoot with
backhand instead of forehand.

1C. Shooting, Passing on Reverse (20 mins)
Focus: Reverse passing and hitting
Structure:
Player A starts dribbling to cone and uses reverse pass to player
to B. Player B receives and dribbles to cone and passes back to
player A with backhand sweep. Player A receives ball and plays
pushpass to player C who received and hits on goal with reverse
hit (1). After hit, player C continues along the circle to receive a
backhand pass from player B who picked up a 2nd ball
Coaching Points:
- Ball in front of body, feet in line with ball (ball in line with both feet,
no wide stance)
- 90-degree rule. Front knee. Stick in hand
- Stick starts at Left shoulder.
- Arm swing with stretch of arms, wrists and follow up with
shoulders
- Hit through the ball

Variations:
- Use backhand sweep or backhand hit as a pass.
- Play with front foot, use left and right, let them try both.
- If you have too many players on one field to run the drill from the 50 yardline, you can set-up a similar drill on the right side and keep
the passing on the forehand on the right.

2A. Defense on reception (20 mins)
Focus: Defense on reception.
Structure: Player A1 passes to D2, D2 passes to D1. A1 plays
defense, focus on interception. A1's objective is to intercept and
play the ball in to player A2 who plays it back to player A1 (after
relead) who scores. If A1 doesn't intercept D1 receives ball and
tries to score, A1 defends
Coaching Points:
- Timing for player A1 get in front for intercept when possible, but
holding on inside first
- After interception keep going forward, play ball into A2 as quick as
you can.
Variations:
- D1 has to defend after A1 makes interception, it becomes a 2v1
(or a 1v2 if A1 misses interception)
- D2 joins (tackle back) and makes it a 2v2, if A1 doesn't intercept
D1, D2 attack and A1, A2 defend
- Go to goal

2B. 5v3 to goal (20 mins)
Focus: Creating goal scoring opportunities
Structure:
Coach passes the ball to Player A, B or C. Players A, B and C play
a 3 v 1 against 1 defender (in blue). Once the attack enters the 25
yardline, it becomes a 5v3 with the addition of 2 attacher (D and E)
and 2 defendes (in blue) that start inside the circle. With a focus for
the attack to use the width and depth. Find the 2v1 situation, track
and pass.
Coaching Points:
- Stretch field
- Find 2v1 situation
- Open receptions as much as possible (Keep options open)
Variations:
- Give attacking team a time limit in which they need to have a goal
attempt.
- Tell defense they can only intercept, not tackle.
- Add a 4rd defender starting from X, who can start after the first
pass.

2C. 1v1 endline to 2v2 endline (20 mins)
Focus: 1v1 to a 2v2 on the endlines
Structure:
Passer A passes ball to Attacker B and plays a 1v1 (baseline)
Then Passer A plays ball to Attacker C and same happens on
other side, Attacker B and Defender D stay in circle and create a
2v2.
Coaching Points:
Attack:
- Ball carrying position
- Pick up speed towards goal, moving the defender
- Manufacture PC, keep ball on stick, don't try to pass it on foot
defender.
Defense (Doub le teaming)
- D makes pro active tackle
- NO FOULS from defense, no easy corner (protect feet, clean
tackles)
- Close down attacker take away speed
- Stay in pressure distance, take away direct shot options
- Keep to baseline (take away space) eventual 1v2 with GK on baseline.
Variation:
- Add another attacker and defender in the circle (2v2 and 3v3)

Hockey 5's (20 mins)
Focus: Hockey 5's.
Structure:
- 55 metres by 41.7 metres pitch (half normal size).
- Four players per side on the field at any time + GK.
- One-on-one challenge instead of penalty corners.
Coaching Points:
- Try different line-up's
- Let them play, experience the game.
Variations:
- If possible use backboards along the baseline , in the official 5's
the ball can't cross the baseline. If you don't have boards you can
use the sub players who are just allowed to 1-touch the ball back
into play.
- Depending on #'s, 6v6
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1A. Ball Handling Circuit (20 mins)
Focus: Ball Handling Skills
Structure:
Skills Circuit with 4 areas.
A. Slalom around the cones.
B. 4 Lifts
C. pass and receive small space
D. Elimination skills
Coaching Points:
- Vision, look up and over the ball
A. Slalom
- Carry the ball in front of body
- Use backhand and forehand on turns
- Maintain ball on stick to have control
B. Lift
- Lift technique with pulling the ball to the side
- Maintain forward motion during lift technique
- Keep ball in front of body
C. Passing
- Control the pass on the board
- Stay low and ready for quick reception of the board
- Receive ball towards next direction
D. Elimination Skills
- Start skill in time (arm and stick length away from cones)
- Elimination is wide more than forward
- Accelarate while passing cones
- Keep control of ball.
Variations:
- No use of backhand skills, Play with distance and position cones (A)
- Keep the ball in a bounce (B)
- Play with pass speed and angle or use bh sweep (C)
- Make a double elimination (left-right) or triple (left-right-left)
Overall
- Time full circuit round
GK Inclusion:
- End circuit with a shot on goal.

1B. 2x Flow drill to goal (20 mins)
Focus: Dynamic passing & receiving
Structure: Passing and receiving flow drill to goal. Two sides. 1 &
2.
1 (CB) starts with passing to A (RB) who takes the ball forward and
passes to B (RM) who leads back to the ball. B receives open to
the outside and finds a pass down the line to C (RF) cutting back
to the ball. C takes the ball inside to pass to D (CM) who leads
back. D, receives, brings the ball forward and feeds the pass to C
who receives and goes to goal.
2. CB creates a dynamic start with a self start, passes inside to E
(RM), E receives and passes back to F (RB) who is moving up. F
feeds the ball back to E who leads outside.E receives and finds G
(CF) who starts inside and leads outside.
Coaching Points:
- Everything mobile (dynamic receiving & passing)
- Timing and connection in passing and receiving
Variation:
- Every pass is allowed, use every player at least once.

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

1C. Close to the Goal scoring (20 mins)
Focus: Close to the goal scoring.
Structure: Player A dribbles ball into circle for shot. After shot all
players move into rebound positions.
Coach Z drops another 4 balls for goal shooting, Throw to GK,
rebound, drop behind player for footwork focus.
Coaching Points:
- Quick movements goal no backswing.
- Decision making (Pass vs. Shot)
- Light on forefeet.
- Re angle positioning (off ball players) based on GK movements.
Variations:
- Allow back swing, hands apart
- Only 1 touch allowed
- Only lifted passes allowed
- Add 1 defender in circle
- Play a competition between groups

Tournament: 6v6 (90 mins)
Focus: Tournament Play
Structure: Tournament play, 4 teams, Each team plays each other
once (3 games each), Semi Finals (1v4 and 2v3), Final and 3rd/4th
Place.
Total of 5 games, each game 2x5 minutes
Coaching Points:
- Proper game play with PC's
- Give team 1/2 points like you would normally do in pre-game
team talk
Variation:
- Play 4 teams so adjust numbers (and pitch size) if needed.
Final Evaluation:
- All Assistant Coaches should be completing evaluations while
their athletes are playing and they are not responsible to officiate.

